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Field-induced multiple metal-insulator crossovers of correlated
Dirac electrons of perovskite CaIrO3
R. Yamada 1✉, J. Fujioka 2✉, M. Kawamura 3, S. Sakai3, M. Hirayama 1,3, R. Arita 1,3, T. Okawa1, D. Hashizume3, T. Sato3,
F. Kagawa1,3, R. Kurihara 4, M. Tokunaga 4 and Y. Tokura 1,3,5

The interplay between electron correlation and topology of relativistic electrons may lead to a fascinating stage of the research on
quantum materials and emergent functions. The emergence of various collective electronic orderings/liquids, which are tunable by
external stimuli, is a remarkable feature of correlated electron systems, but has rarely been realized in the topological semimetals
with high-mobility relativistic electrons. Here, we report that the correlated Dirac electrons in perovskite CaIrO3 show
unconventional field-induced successive metal–insulator–metal crossovers in the quantum limit accompanying a giant
magnetoresistance (MR) with MR ratio of 3500 % (18 T and 1.4 K). In conjunction with the numerical calculation, we propose that
the insulating state originates from the collective electronic ordering such as charge/spin density wave promoted by electron
correlation, whereas it turns into the quasi-one-dimensional metal at higher fields due to the field-induced reduction of chemical
potential, highlighting the highly field-tunable character of correlated Dirac electrons.
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INTRODUCTION
The quantum phenomena of relativistic electron (Dirac/Weyl
electron) in solids have been a subject of great interest in modern
materials physics. Topological semimetals offer a fertile field of
materials to study various quantum transport phenomena of high-
mobility relativistic electrons, presenting the chiral anomaly or
various topological phases1. Most of them have been understood
in the scheme of single particle physics so far, but there is growing
interest in the strong electron correlation as one of the promising
routes to realize the emergent collective topological phenom-
ena2–6. According to conventional wisdom, the Landau–Fermi
liquid picture tends to collapse in the low-dimensional correlated
materials, resulting in or from various charge/spin correlations.
Indeed, various kinds of exotic electronic liquids or charge/spin
ordering have been identified in conventional quasi-two/one
dimensional correlated systems7,8. In this context, the spatial
confinement of high-mobility relativistic electron under the strong
electron correlation may be a promising pathway to find
emergent collective topological phenomena.
In the case of bulk topological semimetals, the quasi-one-

dimensional (1D) confinement of relativistic electrons is typically
realized in the quantum limit (QL) under a sufficiently strong
magnetic field B. Electrons in the lowest Landau level with the
index n= 0 are confined in a scale of magnetic length lB ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�h=eB
p

within a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, whereas the
momentum along the magnetic field is preserved. Previous
theoretical studies proposed that nontrivial phases such as the
axion charge density wave (CDW) and excitonic insulator are
induced, if the QL of the Dirac/Weyl electron can be realized in
materials with the strong electron correlation9–11. However, the
experimental realization of quantum limit in the strongly
correlated electron material is a challenge and hence it has rarely
been explored so far.

In this context, the correlated Dirac semimetal of perovskite
CaIrO3 provides an ideal arena to study the collective phenomena
of high-mobility relativistic electrons in the QL. In CaIrO3, due to
the strong spin–orbit coupling and electron correlation, the
nominally half-filled jeff= 1/2 band, which lies near the Fermi
energy (EF), constitutes the nearly compensated semimetal state
with a few electron- and hole-pockets. It has been proposed that
the electron pocket emerging around U-point in the Brillouin zone
is caused by the Dirac band dispersion with a closed line-node
protected by the nonsymmorphic crystalline symmetry (Pbnm) as
illustrated in the inset to Fig. 1a12–14. Recently, it has been shown
that the line node is precisely tuned close to EF (~10meV below EF)
and yields the Dirac electrons with dilute carrier density (less than
2 × 1017 cm−3), and high mobility exceeding 60,000 cm2 V−1 s−1

due to strong electron correlation in the proximity to the Mott
criticality15–18. In particular, due to the small size of nodal loop, the
Fermi surface is expected to be of anisotropic elliptical or butterfly-
type shape15 rather than of the torus shape in the conventional
nodal line semimetal. Specifically, the Fermi velocity is renorma-
lized to a moderately small value (vF ~ 8 × 104m s−1) compared to
other topological materials19–22. Consequently, the correlated Dirac
electrons reach the QL at a modest magnetic field less than 10 T.
However, the transport property in the QL of this material has not
been explored so far, and a possibly striking feature of collective
phenomena of the Dirac electrons remains elusive. Here, by
magneto-transport measurements and theoretical modeling, we
show that the two successive metal-insulator crossovers accom-
panying a giant magnetoresistance are induced by moderate
magnetic field (10–30 T) in the QL region of CaIrO3. The field
dependence of activation energy, which agrees with the model of
density wave state in the quantum limit, suggests that one is a
crossover from semimetallic state to the charge/spin density wave
and that the other is a reentrance to the quasi-1D metallic state of
correlated Dirac electrons.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Magneto-transport properties
As shown in Fig. 1a, the resistivity along the a-axis, ρzz, shows a
metallic behavior above 150 K, but a peak is observed around 20 K;
here we take the Cartesian coordinate with respect to the
orthorhombic axes as x||b, y||c and z||a throughout this paper. The
peak is attributed to the competition between the reduction of
thermally excited carriers and enhancement of carrier mobility15.
Figure 1b shows the low field region of longitudinal magnetor-
esistivity measured with the electric current and magnetic field
parallel to the a-axis (B||I||a, z||a). With increasing magnetic field,
ρzz initially increases up to 2 T, and then moderately decreases up
to 10 T accompanying the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations
due to the electron pocket around the line node15. The frequency
of the SdH oscillations is 10.5 T [see Supplementary Fig. 1]. Due to
the small Fermi surface, the Dirac electron reaches QL at the
modest field of BQL= 6 T, which is defined as the field of SdH
oscillation peak due to the Landau index n= 1 [see Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1].
The magnetoresitivity ρzz (B||I||a) up to 55 T is shown in Fig. 1c.

At 1.4 K, ρzz steeply increases above the threshold magnetic field
(Bth) of 10 T, and is nearly saturated around 18 T with the MR-ratio
ρzzðBÞ � ρzz 0ð Þ½ �=ρzz 0ð Þ of 35. Above 18 T, the magnetoresistivity
monotonically decreases up to 55 T. With increasing temperature,
the peak in ρzz around 18 T is gradually smeared out, while shifting
toward higher magnetic field. On the contrary, the magnetor-
esistivity in transverse configuration ρxx (B||a, I||b) monotonically
increases, and at low temperature, a small kink emerges at Bth [see
Fig. 1c]. Here, we used two different samples for the longitudinal
and transverse configurations but they have almost the same
carrier density [see Supplementary Note 2].
To quantify the anisotropy of transport properties in the QL, we

compare the magnetoconductivity in the longitudinal configura-
tion (B||I||a, σzz) and that in transverse configuration (B||a, I||b, σxx)
in Fig. 2a. Here, σzz is defined as the inverse of ρzz in the
longitudinal configuration (B||I) and σxx as ρxx=ðρ2xx þ ρ2yxÞ with ρxx
and ρyx being the resistivity measured in transverse configuration
(B?I; B||a and I||b(x)) and the Hall resistivity [see Supplementary
Fig. 3], respectively. With increasing the magnetic field, σzz initially
increases, steeply drop around Bth, and shows an upturn at 18 T. In
particular, σzz at 55 T is enhanced to about ten times compared to

that at 18 T. On the contrary, σxx monotonically decreases with
increasing magnetic field with a small drop at Bth. Around BQL, σzz
is about ten times as large as σxx in agreement with the quasi-one-
dimensional confinement of electrons along B||z. On the other
hand, σzz falls down to a value comparable to or even less than σxx
around 18 T, but becomes larger than σxx again in high magnetic
field above 30 T. Since σxx shows no clear anomaly around 18 T,
the enhancement of conductivity at high field is likely attributed
to the change in the electronic state on the n= 0 LL rather than
the decay of the LL itself.
Figure 2b shows the temperature dependence of σzz below

15 K. With decreasing temperatures, σzz monotonically increases at
0 T, but monotonically decreases at 18 T, implying that the ground
state changes from a metal to an insulator or a charge-gapped
state. On the other hand, the metallic behavior is recovered at
55 T, while σzz shows a modest temperature dependence. To
quantify the insulating behavior at 18 T, we fitted σzz by the
Arrhenius model σzz ¼ σ0 þ σ1 exp �Δexp=2kBT

� �
and derived the

activation energy Δexp with σ0 and σ1 being the temperature
independent parameters; here σ0 (= 0.17σ1) represents the small
residual conductivity likely coming from another hole pocket [see
Supplementary Note 2]. The temperature dependence of σzz
below 6 K is well described by the Arrhenius model [see Fig. 2c]
and Δexp is deduced to be 1.2 meV at 18 T. We conducted the
similar analyses at various magnetic fields and plotted Δexp as a
function of magnetic field in Fig. 2d. The result shows a peak
around 18 T in agreement with the behavior of MR at 1.4 K [see
Fig. 1c]. This suggests that the large peak structure in MR (dip
structure of σzz) originates from the field variation of Δexp.

Numerical calculation of Landau levels
To get insights into the electronic states under the magnetic field,
we numerically calculate the field dependence of the Landau
levels (LLs). We construct a tight binding model for the electronic
structure around the line node, which takes into account the
Zeeman term (g-factor of 2)23. Figure 3a shows the energy
dispersion of band structure around the U-point at 0 T along the
kz-direction. The Fermi energy is set to be 5.0 meV above the band
crossing point, i.e., the line node15. Under the magnetic field, the
energy band splits into the LLs, and in the QL (B > BQL= 6 T), only
the n= 0 LLs cross the Fermi energy, which are degenerate at kz

Fig. 1 Giant magnetoresistance in the quantum limit of Dirac electrons. a Temperature dependence of the resistivity. The inset is a
schematic illustration of energy dispersion in ka−kc plane near the line node (blue line) near the Fermi energy (pale green plane).
b Shubnikov-de-Haas (SdH) oscillations in magnetoresistivity in the longitudinal configuration (B||I||a(z)). BQL and Bth correspond to the
magnetic field where quantum limit is reached and where the MR starts to increase steeply. c, Magnetoresistivity in the longitudinal
configuration (B||I||a(z)) at various temperatures. Magnetoresistivity in the transverse configuration (B||a(z), I||b(x)) at several temperatures is
also shown as dotted line. We used two different samples for the longitudinal and transverse configurations but they have almost the same
carrier density [see Supplementary Note 2].
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= 0 and split into two doubly degenerate states at kz ≠ 0 mainly
due to Zeeman term [see Fig. 3b–d]. Since the splitting of n= 0
LLs is small, the effect of Zeeman term is not likely significant.
Figure 3e displays the density of states (DOS) at various magnetic
fields. At a small magnetic field (0.1 T), the DOS around EF is small
as is expected from the small size of the line node15. At 10 T, the
DOS in the low energy region (−6meV ≤ E ≤ 6meV), which is
governed by the n= 0 LL, is flat and several peaks due to the n ≠ 0
LLs are discernible above 6meV as well as below −6 meV [see Fig.
3b]. At 50 T, the DOS in the region −10meV ≤ E ≤ 10meV is
governed by n= 0 LL and becomes fairly large due to the
increased LL degeneracy. As shown in Fig. 3f, the DOS at EF linearly
increases as a function of magnetic field. We note that the charge
transfer between these LLs and hole pockets nearby the Γ-point is
negligible and hence the carrier density in the LLs is likely
conserved at least below 55 T [Supplementary Note 2]. This
suggests that the energy difference (ΔEF) between the Fermi
energy and the band crossing point, as well as the Fermi wave
number kF, decreases as a function of magnetic field [see Fig. 3g].

Origin of the non-monotonic field dependence of MR
The calculated results suggest that the electronic state of n= 0 LL
is described by the four Weyl bands, which subsist even at
sufficiently high magnetic field. This is consistent with the
experimental result that the resistivity deep in the QL region at
55 T shows a metallic behavior. In more detail, the conductivity at
55 T shows the power-law type temperature dependence
σzz / Tα; α � 0:24ð Þ in accord with the picture of the
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid [see Supplementary Fig. 6]24. On the
contrary, the insulating behavior with the finite gap around 18 T is
far from clear in terms of the numerical calculation.
One possible scenario is the magnetic freeze-out, i.e., electron

localization by disorders promoted by the quasi-1D confinement.
Indeed, the magnetic freeze-out often occurs in the QL of
semiconductors such as Hg1−xCdxTe and InSb25,26, which man-
ifests itself as the non-saturating positive MR. In general, the
strength of localization is determined by the ratio of impurity
potential to the kinetic energy of electron or equivalently the
Fermi energy. Under the magnetic field, the Fermi energy

Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of conductivity and estimation of activation energy. a Comparison of the magnetoconductivity in the
longitudinal configuration (B||I||a(z)) and that in the transverse configuration (B||a(z), I||b(x)). b Temperature dependence of conductivity at 0,
18, and 55 T. c Temperature dependence of conductivity plotted as a function of 1/T at 14, 18, and 26 T for the Arrhenius model. d Magnetic
field dependence of activation energy extracted by Arrhenius model (Δexp) and the gap size of CDW calculated by Fukuyama’s model (Δcal).

Fig. 3 Calculation of Landau levels of the line node. a Calculated energy dispersion near the line node. The band crossing due to the line
node is denoted by blue circles. Here the origin is U-point in the momentum space [See Supplementary Fig. 9]. b, c, and d Landau levels
around the U-point under the magnetic field of 10, 20, and 50 T, respectively. The magnetic field is applied along a-axis of the crystal (B||a(z)).
e Density of states at B= 0.1, 10, 20, and 50 T. f The density of states at 0 eV as a function of the magnetic field. g The magnetic field
dependence of ΔEF. The definition of ΔEF is shown in a, b, c, and d.
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monotonically decreases due to the Landau level degeneracy,
resulting in the enhancement of localization under the magnetic
field. To explain the reentrant metallic behavior at higher field,
therefore, the additional mechanism to suppress the magnetic
freeze-out would be necessary. However, as previously mentioned,
the effect of Zeeman splitting or intervalley charge transfer may
not be remarkable and thus there is no clear mechanism to
suppress the magnetic freeze-out in the present material. Here, we
speculate that the density of charged impurities, possibly arising
from the deficiency of Ir, is on the order of the Dirac electron
density (2 × 1017 cm−3) or smaller, judging from the high mobility
at low temperatures15, [see also Supplementary Note 3].
Furthermore, the qualitatively different behavior for ρzz and ρxx
cannot be simply explained by the scenario of magnetic freeze-
out [see Fig. 1c].
A more plausible scenario would be the field-induced collective

electronic ordering promoted by the quasi-one-dimensional
confinement and field-enhancement of the density of states. It
is known that the Fermi surface of quasi-1D metal is unstable
towards a charge-gapped state such as the CDW, spin density
wave (SDW) or excitonic insulator27–33. Although there are several
possible candidates of electronic orderings for the quasi-1D state
composed of the n= 0 LL, we focus here on the fieldinduced
CDW. By taking into account the long-range Coulomb interaction
within the Hartree–Fock approximation, Fukuyama27 showed
theoretically that the electron gas in the QL turns into the charge
density wave at low temperatures, as later experimentally
observed for graphite28–31. We calculated the magnetic field
dependence of Tc following Fukuyama’s theory27 and estimated
the charge gap Δcal (=3.5kBTc) [Supplementary Note 6]. In Fig. 2d,
we show the field dependence of Δcal [see also Supplementary Fig.
10]. Δcal shows a peak around 18 T which is consistent with the
experimental results within the difference of factor of 3. In more
detail, the non-monotonic field dependence of Δcal can be
understood from the balance between the field variation of
the LL degeneracy and EF; the transition temperature, or
equivalently the order parameter, initially increases due to the
enhancement of the LL degeneracy, but is counterbalanced by
the decrease of EF at the higher magnetic field. In this context, the
non-monotonic field dependence of magnetoresistivity and Δexp

can be explained by the field induced CDW formation and its

subsequent suppression by higher magnetic fields. We note that
the theory considering electron–phonon interaction also gives a
qualitatively similar result32, [Supplementary Note 6].

Nonlinear transport measurements
It is instructive to compare these results with the case of
graphite28,29, which is a canonical system showing the field
induced insulating state in the QL. In graphite, the insulating state
due to 2kF instability is observed as a phase transition
accompanying a clear jump of magnetoresistivity at a certain
threshold field, which is enhanced at higher temperatures.
Moreover, the insulating state returns into a metallic state in the
higher magnetic field31. There is a similarity between the both
cases, graphite and CaIrO3, in terms of overall behavior of meatal-
insulator-metal transition (crossover), but the sharpness of the
transition is obviously different. To characterize the possible CDW
state in CaIrO3, we investigated the current–voltage (I–V)
characteristics in the QL. It has been known that the long-range
ordered CDW slides over the underlying lattice with a current
excitation larger than a certain threshold value, which manifests
itself as the non-Ohmic I–V characteristics34. On the contrary, the
disordered or short-range ordered CDW does not show a clear
onset of sliding motion. As shown in the inset to Fig. 4a, even at
the sufficiently large current of 100 μA, which corresponds to the
electric field about 45 mV cm−1, the I–V property measured at 2 K
and 14 T does not show any clear threshold or jump characteristic
of the sliding motion of long-range ordered CDW35,36. Alterna-
tively, we found that the I–V property already includes the non-
Ohmic component even in the weak current region by measure-
ments of third-harmonic voltage response Vzz3ω [see the inset to
Fig. 4a, Supplementary Note 5]. In Fig. 4a, we show the third-
harmonic resistivity Rzz3ω, which is defined as −Vzz3ω/I, as well as
that normalized by the linear component of resistivity
(Rzz

3ω/Rzz
1ω). Both Rzz

3ω and Rzz
3ω/Rzz

1ω steeply increases above
Bth, suggesting that the non-Ohmic behavior is inherent to the QL
state. Specifically, the Rzz3ω/Rzz1ω reaches 6 × 10−4 at 14 T. Such a
higher harmonic of resistance is often observed in disordered
metal or correlated electron systems and typically originates from
the spatially inhomogeneous electronic state37–39. In this context,
the non-Ohmic I–V property without clear threshold field suggests
that the CDW state in the present system is not spatially

Fig. 4 Non-linear transport measurements. a The magnetic field dependence of the third-harmonic resistance Rzz
3ω. Third-harmonic

resistance normalized by linear resistance Rzz3ω/Rzz1ω is also plotted. Here, Rzz1ω= Vzz1ω/I and Rzz3ω=−Vzz3ω/I. The measurements were done
under the condition of I= 75 uA and f= 2317 Hz to avoid the heating effects. The inset shows the current dependence of linear and third-
harmonic voltage at a frequency of 2317 Hz at 2 K and 14 T. b The contour plot of resistivity as a function of temperature and magnetic field in
the longitudinal configuration (B||I||a). The inset shows schematic illustrations of the disordered density wave phase and quasi-1D
metal phase.
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homogeneous, or equivalently, is not of long-range nature. From
the value of 2kF, the period of the CDW is estimated to be about
50 nm at 18 T, and hence the long-ranged CDW formation would
require the extremely clean sample, which may not be obtained in
the present study.

Comparison with conventional semimetals
On the basis of these results, we constructed the electronic phase
diagram as shown in Fig. 4b. In the low-field regime below Bth, the
metallic state extends over a wide temperature range. In the
intermediate field regime above Bth, the insulating state as
characterized by the disordered CDW emerges at low tempera-
tures, but gradually turns into the quasi-1D metallic state perhaps
with the nature of Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid in a higher field
regime. Although we focus on the CDW model here, the possibility
of other electronic orderings, such as SDW or interband CDW
cannot be excluded due to the multi-band structure of n= 0 LLs
and the strong electron correlation. However, we anticipate that
the CDW picture gives a good starting point to capture the field
induced insulating state in the present system. Moreover, we note
here that the threshold magnetic field of the insulating state (Bth)
is as small as 10 T. Except the case of ZrTe5 with exceptionally
small BQL (~2 T)40, Bth is much smaller than the value of other
semimetals, such as graphite (Bth= 25 T)28–30 and TaAs (Bth=
80 T)41, regardless of similar value of the BQL [see Table 1]. The
theoretical model of CDW as presented above also demonstrates
that Bth decreases as vF decreases through the enhancement of
density of state, when vF is in the range of 104–106m s−1 [see
Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary Note 6]. In this context,
the moderate renormalization of vF due to the strong electron
correlation15 may be one of the key ingredients for the small value
of Bth in CaIrO3.
In this study, we have investigated the QL transport of

correlated Dirac electrons in the perovskite CaIrO3 by means of
magneto-transport measurements and theoretical calculations. In
the QL, the magnetoresistivity steeply increases around 10 T (=
Bth) and the insulating state with a finite energy gap emerges
around 18 T. By further increasing the magnetic field, both the gap
and resistivity dramatically decrease, resulting in the quasi-1D
metallic state in the deep QL regime. The non-monotonic field
dependence of the gap suggests that the field induced insulating
state originates from the collective electronic ordering, likely the
charge density wave or spin density wave driven by the Fermi
surface instability inherent to the quasi-one-dimensional n= 0
Landau levels with the enhanced density of states under the
magnetic field. Furthermore, the weak non-linear transport
observed in the QL above 10 T suggests that the density wave
state is not of long-range nature but spatially inhomogeneous.
The field-induced crossover between the metallic state and the
gapped state occurs in the fairly low magnetic field regime
(10–30 T) among the conventional semimetals, highlighting the
highly field-sensitive character of strongly correlated Dirac
electrons relevant to the Mott criticality.

METHODS
Sample preparation and characterization
Single crystalline samples of perovskite CaIrO3 were synthesized under
high pressures using the cubic-anvil type facility. The samples were treated
at pressure of 1 GPa and temperature of 1200 °C. The materials were kept
under this condition for 10min and then quenched to room temperature.
The typical size of the sample is about 0.5 × 0.3 × 0.3 mm3. We have
determined the crystal orientation by an in-house X-ray diffractometer. The
crystal structure is identified as the orthorhombic (GdFeO3-type) perovskite
with the space group of Pbnm.

Transport measurement under pulsed high magnetic field
The resistivity (ρzz) in longitudinal configuration and the resistivity (ρxx) and
Hall resistivity (ρyx) in transverse configuration were measured by a four- or
five-probe method with indium electrode. Epo-tek H20S silver epoxy and
50-μm-diameter gold wires were used to form electrical contacts. The
magnetic field was applied along the a-axis and the current was applied
along the a-axis and b-axis of the crystal for a longitudinal and transverse
configuration, respectively. The magnetotransport measurements up to
55 T in a temperature range from 1.4 to 40 K were done under pulsed high
magnetic fields using nondestructive magnets installed at The Institute for
Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo. The magnetic fields up to 55 T
(pulse durations of 36ms) were generated using bipolar pulse magnets,
which can generate both positive and negative fields. We used numerical
lock-in technique at a frequency of 100 kHz. The resistivity and Hall
resistivity are symmetrized and antisymmetrized with respect to the
magnetic field, respectively.

Nonlinear transport measurement
Measurements of the third-harmonic voltage response have been
performed by standard four-terminal geometry in the longitudinal
configuration (B||I||a). An ac current I ¼ I0 sinωt is applied to the sample
and the linear (V1ω) and nonlinear response (V3ω) in the total voltage signal
V ¼ V1ω sinωt þ V3ω sin 3ωt þ � � � are detected simultaneously by two
digital lock-in amplifiers. The magnetic fields up to 14 T is applied and the
sample was cooled down to the temperature of 2 K using the Physical
Property Measurement System (Quantum Design). The measurements
were done in a frequency range from 3 to 4000 kHz.

Numerical calculation on Landau levels of line node
We constructed a low-energy effective model of the band structure around
the U point, where the line node resides, based on the previous works13,23

on SrIrO3, which has the same crystal symmetry as the perovskite CaIrO3

[see Supplementary Note 7 for detail]. Using the Landau quantization for
B||a, we derived coupled secular equations similar to those derived in
ref. 23. for B||c. We then numerically solved these equations, to obtain the
LLs. The DOS is calculated by integrating the weight (∝B) of the LLs over
−0.48/a < kz < 0.48/a around the U point.

DATA AVAILABILITY
All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the paper
and/or the supplementary materials. Additional data requests should be addressed to
the corresponding authors.
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